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Yesterday I began speaking on Mumon’s comment on this koan, “Bodhidharma

Does Not Have a Beard”. What Mumon tells us is whatever you speak about, whether

you speak about having or not having, you have to really practice it in order to make it

clear.   Who is  it  that  speaks  of having or  not having?   Who is  it  that  speaks about

Bodhidharma or beards?  Who is it that asks, “Where did Bodhidharma come from?”

Who is it that says there is a beard or is not a beard?  Before we debate about having

beards or not having beards, before we argue about beards, first we must grasp who is it

that is doing the arguing.  It is only through practice that you can know who it is that talks

about having or not having, who it is that discusses having or not having.  The only way

to grasp that person clearly is through practice and Mumon further says that if you do

grasp  that  one  then  you  will  also  be  clear  about  having  and  not  having  being  two

functions that have been separated from each other. 

 There are some forty-nine cases in the Mumonkan and in each one Mumon gives

his comment.  And, among his comments, you can see clearly that this one is a very kind

and gentle one.  Mumon is saying the one who says having or not having, the one who

discusses where Bodhidharma came from, whether he came from the East or the West, is

of course the “I am self”.  If you grasp the nature of the “I am” clearly, then you will see

there is nothing about that nature apart from you, yourself.  And who is it that can clearly

understand the “I am self”?  It is that very same “I am self”.  Mumon is saying that if you

clearly grasp your self then there will be no more need to seek anything, no more need to

speak.  If you really understand the nature of your “I am self” then you will see that you

have the imperfect self aspect of yourself and the perfect self aspect of yourself.  Here is
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where it is very necessary for you to grasp that Mumon is saying the exact same thing as I

have been saying. 

 All of these teishos I have been giving here, you can see that Mumon is already

saying  the  exact  same thing.  You  should  also  be  able  to  see  clearly  these  different

conditions the self passes through: the condition of appearing and the condition of not

having  appeared  yet,  the  condition  of  disappearing  and  the  condition  of  not  having

disappeared yet.  We have been studying the Zen of Rinzai, the patriarch, the Zen master

named Rinzai.   Rinzai was famous for having said that in the one word there are three

principles included.  And, conversely, he said that the three principles are standing up

firmly upon one basic principle.  But, it wasn't Rinzai who first came up with this, the

sutras already say the same thing.

The condition of the source is the condition that has no comparisons.   It is the one

and only condition.  But that state is not fixated, it is acting.  What sort of activity is the

condition of the origin doing?  The condition of the origin is an activity that is comprised

of two mutually opposing activities of plus and minus working together.  I'm quite aware

that I have told you this many times before and today I will talk about it once again.  But,

it is important how you listen to it.  You have to listen as “Mu”.   You have to throw all

of your own ideas away when you listen. 

Whether it's a glass of sake or cognac or whiskey, if the glass is already full, then

no matter how hard you try to pour more sake into that glass, it won't go in and it will just

spill out over the sides.  Therefore, you must stop doing that activity that is asserting your

“I am”.  You must throw out that activity that asserts your “I am self”.  You must empty

your bottle so that new sake can be poured into it. I suppose if the sake that was already

in the bottle was really great then there wouldn’t be a need to get new sake in the bottle.

In that case, it wouldn’t matter that the new sake couldn’t be poured in and was spilling

out over the sides.  However, if the sake that you really have in you now isn’t the real

thing then you better get rid of it so you can replace it with some new sake.  If the sake

that is your content is not really good sake, if it’s the rotten “I am” imperfect sake, then
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you better get rid of it because if you still have it as your content, no matter how much

you listen to a good sake sort of talk, you won’t be able to receive it.  You have to get rid

of your own ideas.  You have to get rid of your own ideas that you cherish so much and

you think are just fine the way they are. If you don’t, then you will never be able to catch

the new sake that is trying to be poured into you.  There may, however, be some of you

who are thinking, “Hey, that’s not me; I am completely empty, I am ready to receive the

good sake.” But the problem is that you are asleep and you have fallen over on your side.

So you might be empty, but you can only fill less than half a bottle full if it’s on its side

asleep.  In order to receive good sake you have to take the posture that is ready to receive

good sake.  If you can’t take that posture then you can’t catch the sake.  This is the time

that you should reflect on yourself.  This is the time that you should clearly see how you

are manifesting your particular “I am self”. 

From the moment we are born we begin to learn many different things.  We begin

to do this activity called knowing.  Tathagata Zen says, however, that almost no one has

had the experience of becoming a bottle of sake completely filled up with fine sake.  For

beginner Zen students, when we explain what Zen practice is we say Zen practice is to

practice in a way that you become a bottle that can be completely filled up with fine sake.

Fine sake,  actually,  in this  case is water.   That means something that  everybody can

drink,  something that you can give to everyone to drink.  The problem is that everybody

has  their  own likes  and dislikes.   Some people like  beer,  some like  sake,  some like

cognac and so it’s hard to find something that everybody can drink or wants to drink.

What I am saying is that it is water that everything can drink, even a stone or a plant or a

mosquito or a fish or a bird or an animal or a person.  Whatever it is, everything can drink

water.  Isn’t that true?  That water, however, isn’t fixated; that water is doing an activity

in which sometimes it swells up and expands and sometimes it shrinks and contracts.

When the water meets up with heat, then it expands and when it meets up with coldness,

then it freezes.  Even water has, as it’s very nature to have as its content, both expanding

and contracting.  Just as one metaphor, in order to teach about this activity, we say that
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the heat and the coldness are not apart from the water.  They are not outside of the water,

itself.  Most people think that the coldness or the warmth come from somewhere outside

in order to cool or heat the water.  As the activities of expanding and contracting occur

will-lessly within this process, heat and coldness are manifest.  When plus and minus

meet  each  other  and  totally  unify  with  each  other  into  the  state  of  completion  and

perfection, we say that there are times that condition is manifest through the plus activity

taking the lead, and there also times when that condition of perfection is manifest when

the minus activity is taking the lead.

I am just trying to give you useful examples.  If whatever example is useful, it is

good to take up that example and use it.  Mumon talks about real enlightenment.   Real

study, real enlightenment, and he’s talking about practice, about your own experience and

from experience,  you will find the necessity to take up these two opposing activities.

When it comes to manifesting the wisdom that knows the nature of things and the nature

of  this  cosmos  which  all  things  make  their  home,  Mumon  says,  “Sages  who  have

experienced it for themselves all say that you have to appeal to your own experience, that

you  have  to  appeal  to  practice,  and  when  you  do,  you  will  find  the  necessity  of

recognizing two fundamental opposing activities.”  I’ve been talking about the nature of

the self and the home of the self hundreds and hundreds of times up until now.  The

teaching of Buddhism concludes that when the investigation of the nature of the self, we

must investigate these two opposing activities and it is their very nature to be acting in

one place, therefore they must meet each other. When plus and minus meet each other

and totally unify with each other, that is the condition which is the perfect condition.

That is the condition in which activity is no longer necessary. We say that is the one and

only self or the one and only cosmos, the one and only world.  We also call  that the

manifestation of the perfect self, or the manifestation of true love.

This state of the perfect self, as I said before, happens in two fundamental ways,

and one of them, is when the plus activity is leading, being helped by the minus activity.

When the state of completion is manifest in this process, we call it the completion of the
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being activity or the activity of existing.  Buddhism also calls this state of completion

reality itself, the truth itself.  And if you want to speak about a God that can help you then

you  should  understand  that  God  to  be  the  manifestation  of  the  perfect  self.   In  the

manifestation  of  the  perfect  self,  the  kind  of  consciousness  that  thinks  "I  am"  has

vanished.  When, then, does the "I am self” appear?  From the state of perfection at the

completion of the process of being, a new activity will be manifest.  That complete state

is never fixated.  Now, the opposite process will begin: dying as opposed to living, non-

existence as opposed to existence,  non-being as opposed to being.   This process will

begin  until  it  doesn’t  need  to  be  done  anymore.   Although  we  do  living,  we  also

inevitably will  manifest  the self  that  doesn’t need to live anymore.   Although we do

dying, also we unfailingly will manifest the self who doesn’t need to do dying anymore.

Practice is to practice this fundamental practice until you can manifest the wisdom that

knows it for yourself.  

The very nature of yourself is to do the activity of existing until you complete that

activity of existing at the point where existing doesn’t need to be done anymore, and that

same self  will  do the dying activity  until  the  state  of not  needing to  die  anymore is

manifest.  You should in your practice contemplate that that kind of a self, the self does

that sort of activity inevitably will be manifest.  At the points when living doesn’t need to

be done anymore, and dying doesn’t need to be done anymore, right then, right when

those states are manifest, is the very time when it is no longer necessary to recognize the

“I am”.  The consciousness that recognizes “I am” also then vanishes.  The self  that

doesn’t need to live any more and the self that doesn’t need to die anymore, those will

undoubtedly be manifest and both of those are called the perfect self.  The conclusion that

the teaching of Buddhism gives us is to say that within the true way of being of the self

there are two essential manifestations of the perfect self.  One is the perfect self manifest

through the plus activity leading being helped by the minus activity until living doesn’t

need to be done anymore, and the other is the minus activity leading, helped by the plus

activity until dying doesn’t need to be done anymore.  These are both perfect selves. 
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 One perfect  self,  the  living  self  perhaps  we can  say,  is  when the  bottle  has

completely been filled with water.  This is the state that has everything as it’s content.

This  is  the  state  of  activity  in  which  everything  is  manifest.   That  is  called  the

manifestation of the ultimately large, the manifestation of the greatest cosmos itself.  The

ultimately  large  state  is  when  living  doesn’t  need  to  be  done  anymore:  that  is  true

salvation.  Sometimes I read the newspapers and there is this column in the newspaper

that  I  read,  the  religious  column,  and in  that  you can read about  all  sorts  of  people

testifying  to their  salvation.   They say that  through their  religion they made a lot  of

money  or  they  won in  their  endeavor.   And,  when  I  read  these  articles,  tears  come

streaming down my face thinking, “It’s amazing what petty, trivial things people think, I

just can’t believe what people are thinking,” because, true salvation is the manifestation

of the ultimately large. 

 I suppose it’s the very nature of human beings to fixate the “I am self” and attach

to the “I am” self.  That is just the way we are.  Therefore it is necessary to  have a kind

of salvation that saves the attached-to self in its attached to state.  Buddhism, however,

says that the manifestation of the perfect self, where there is no “I am” is, if we are to

speak of God, the true God.  Human beings, however, are attached to themselves, that’s

just the way we are, and so I suppose people won’t believe in you unless you can teach

how to find salvation and still remain attached to yourself.  This is probably the reason

for the birth of teachings such as, “Believe in God.  Have faith in God.  God’s love will

save you.”  Although you have no idea what God is, just believe in God and God’s love

will save you.  The sort of salvation that occurs in that instance is a salvation in which the

"I am self” is still there.  You haven’t thrown away your "I am self".  It is not the same as

the salvation, which comes from dissolving the "I am".

When,  however,  great  catastrophes  happen:  big  wars  or  giant  earthquakes  or

tornadoes come to destroy human beings, then people who have faith in that sort of a God

will oppositely think that after all, God doesn’t exist.  If you are 65 or 70 years old you

should remember that at the end of World War Two in Europe, many people began to
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think, “God doesn’t exist.” and it was a big problem for everyone, the emergence of the

popularity  of  so-called  nihilism.   But   people  who  really  understand  and  believe  in

Buddhism do not fall into nihilism.  People who understand Buddhism know that true

salvation comes when the self is gone; true salvation comes when you dissolve yourself.

True  salvation  comes  when the  imperfect  "I  am" is  dissolved and the  perfect  self  is

manifest.   Buddhists  didn’t  believe in God to begin with and so they won’t fall  into

nihilism in bad circumstances.  It’s the people who thought that they would be saved

through the grace of God that fall into nihilism.

In Buddhism we have the fundamental ideology called impermanence, the view of

seeing things through the eye of impermanence.   In Sanskrit  anicca means changing.

Nicca, the opposite Sanskrit word, means unchanging.   Buddhism says that the dharma

activity  is  an activity  that  repeats,  alternately,  the manifestation  of  anicca  and nicca,

change and no change.   Dharma is the activity that repeats the unification of plus and

minus and the separation of plus and minus over and over.  That’s true nicca and true

anicca that’s true no-change and true change.  There is no dharma other than the activity

of nicca. There is also no dharma apart from the activity of anicca.  All of us and the

world we live in,  neither  of those things,  exist  apart  from the activities  of nicca and

anicca.  So, I think it’s fair to say that in Japan there may be no people that have fallen

into the sickness called nihilism, in the old days.  But, from here on out, maybe there will

be the sickness in Japan. 

 I know I have been talking about a lot of different things but getting back to the

essential  question,  “Why  does  the  ‘I  am  self’  appear?   How  does  the  thinking-self

manifest?  Buddhism teaches that when plus and minus truly separate from each other,

then in-between them is manifest  an imperfect  interval  of space,  a limited version of

absolute space.  This is what I have been telling you over and over again.  I know this is a

difficult principle so I am not so worried about the fact that the beginners aren’t getting it

but what about you old students, what about people who have supposedly been practicing

zazen for five or ten years?  Although, if we hold your practice up to the light, those five
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or ten years will add up to more like two years.  In any case, what about you: you still

don’t  understand  the  principle  of  how  the  "I  am  self"  appears  and  you  go  around

randomly, self-centeredly, arbitrarily, asserting your "I am"?  What’s going to happen to

you when I die?  What are you going to end up practicing?  What will you study?  What

are you studying? 

Isn’t it the case that you’re practicing in order to manifest the wisdom that knows

the perfect self?  In other words, to manifest the wisdom that meets up with death and

isn’t frightened by death, that meets up with being born and isn’t frightened by life.  If

it’s your purpose to win in your fights with other people or succeed at life, then you don’t

have to come here and study Zen, just go to school.  You can get that kind of education,

more than enough, there. 

Plus and minus separate from each other and they give equally of themselves and

receiving those equal portions of plus and minus imperfect space is manifest.   This is

what you should be contemplating in zazen.  

Plus and minus have given equal amounts of themselves, you could say each gave

a tenth, or a hundredth, or a hundred millionth, or a billionth.  In any case, the amounts

given are equal.  Perhaps we can say that the very first manifestation of imperfect space

receives one infinitesimal, one billionth of both plus and minus.  

The enlightened ones have taught, the ones who really experienced the nature of

the self have taught that the imperfect space, no matter how big or small it is, is the very

foundation of an existent being.  That interval of space is the very beginning of the "I

am."   

When plus and minus give that tenth or one hundred millionth of themselves, then

they have lost that amount of themselves, and so they are no longer the complete perfect,

pure activities of plus and minus.  This seems to be the part that nobody can understand.  

This is a state of imperfection.  The "I am" self, the imperfect interval of space

that is manifest is zero, because it has equal amounts of plus and minus, but only one

hundred millionth of both, so not the total activities of plus and minus.  
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If your tank is full, and you are worried that you are going to have an accident, the

proper etiquette is to go to quietly go to the shoji, bow, and go, shall we say, empty your

water, and then come back.  Today is the last day, and so I must somehow get to the end

of the is koan, so I will talking for a little while longer, but if you are defeated by your

overflowing tank, and you start leaking, then it will be a problem for the people sitting

next to you, so it would be better to excuse yourself, go outside, take care of business,

and then quietly come back.  On the other hand, here I am, this wrinkled nearly ninety

three year old old monk, so if I can hold it in, you should be able to as well!  

So,  now you should  understand the  principle  behind the  manifestation  of  the

imperfect "I am". When the imperfect "I am" self, the imperfect zero, the imperfect space

is manifest simultaneously, at least as one way of explaining it, Buddhism says that the

imperfect plus activity has become father or the past, and the imperfect minus activity has

become mother or the future. This is why Tathagata Zen so sharply asserts that when

you’re born, right then simultaneously your mother and father are also born. 

Actually,  however,  these days there are  many Buddhist  scholars who say that

mother  and  father  were  existing  before  you  were  born.  Within  the  process  of  the

maturation  of the self  that  kind of  thinking will  be manifest  and so there is  nothing

fundamentally wrong with it, but Buddhism says that truly that is not the correct view.

You should be able to see from this principle according to Tathagata Zen that when the "I

am" is manifest, in other words, when the human world is manifest, all aspects of it are

imperfect,  incomplete.  When  this  world  of  imperfection  makes  itself  the  world  of

perfection, that is when for the first time peace is manifest. I suppose you can say that the

purpose  of  religion  must  be  to  bring  peace  to  this  world.  There  were  some famous

German and English philosophers who said the same thing. It was okay whatever they

said. The important thing is to remember that true peace simply is not manifest as long as

the "I am" self is still there. In order to manifest true peace the "I am" self must be gone

and the perfect complete self must be manifest. The purpose of human life is to bring a

peaceful world into being. That’s a good purpose. That’s Fine. When you hear that idea
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everyone will agree with me "Yes, Yes that’s it". But as long as you are seeing from the

"I am" point of view it’s just impossible. Only when the I am self vanishes does the

complete self or God manifest. From the point of view of Buddhism when you see people

marching around fixated in their I am selves, doing the so called peace movement, you

can see it as one manifestation of the devil. So, be careful. 

As I just said this human world is the imperfect world. When the imperfect human

world becomes the perfect world, then all three, past present and future, vanish. That is

when for the first time the world of reality is manifest. One of my students, a German

woman, after hearing this teaching, said: but Roshi what would happen to me if my "I

am" self dissolves? Now that woman is a very famous meditation teacher, but when she

was my student that is the situation she was in. Whatever. 

Whenever there is an "I am" manifest there is always an object to that "I am",

there is always a partner that "I am" is looking at. The "I am" makes an object of God,

and from that point of view of making God an object, fights occur. I’m running out of

time so I had better hurry up and get to the conclusion. 

When it comes to the manifestation of the perfect self, there is the manifestation

of the ultimately large, and the manifestation of the ultimately small. You could say, as I

was  talking  about  a  hundred  millionth  before,  that  in  the  process  of  becoming  the

ultimately large there are a hundred million different dharma worlds manifest within that

process. There are many different worlds: the mosquito world, the ant world and so forth

and I suppose if you count them all up you could say that there’s a hundred million.

Tathagata Zen says that if you manifest the wisdom that knows clearly the activity of

ultimately large and ultimately small you will also clearly know that its fine, its good for

ants to have ant religion, and mosquito’s to have mosquito’s religion, fish and birds to

have fish and bird religion and human beings to have human beings’ religion. 

Mosquitoes, as mosquitoes manifest the complete Dharma activity. Bird’s doing

the bird activity manifest the complete self, the complete Dharma, their complete self is

manifest. Buddhism says that if you manifest the wisdom that knows the ultimately large
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and ultimately small then you will clearly see that not only every thing but every idea and

every teaching is included within that activity. What happens when people assert their "I

am" selves is that they come to think that "my god is the best, my god is the supreme god

and your god is no good.” The ants say "our ant god is the good one, you’re mosquito

god is the bad one and the ants and the mosquitoes fight each other.  Well, actually they

don’t fight each other because they’re in separate worlds from each other, but if they

were in the same world then maybe they would have wars like that. 

Children have the religion of children, adults have their adult religion and old folk

have their old folk religion. To insist that your god of the moment is the supreme god is

really an infantile kindergarten way of thinking. When the children are playing at their

child religion, then the adults don’t reject that, they play together right with the children.

But the weird thing is that when the adults are not looking at children but looking above

them, so to speak, then they start thinking "your god is bad, your god is no good". 

We say that the contracting activity is the activity of compassion, the activity of

maitri and people that think this way will come to think your contracting maitri activity is

bad. 

So now it should be clear, the teaching of Buddhism concludes that all existent

beings are similar in that they will, within the process of manifesting the ultimately large

and ultimately small, in turns, alternately, manifest the perfect self and the imperfect self.

We manifest  the state of God together  with God, and then we manifest  the thinking,

human self.  We manifest God’s world and the human world, over and over again, within

our  nature,  our  being.   Without  doubt  we  will  manifest  meeting  God,  and  just  as

inevitably we will manifest being a human being who thinks.

What do you think, is that such a thing as a fixated self or not?  How do you

answer?   How  about  a  beard?   Is  there  a  fixated  beard  or  not?   Is  there  fixated

Bodhidharma or not?  The moment you answer blabbering on and on with your thinking,

figuring-out-self you are already manifesting the imperfect self. 
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When the imperfect self is manifest past, present and future are manifest.  When

the perfect self is manifest the “I am” is gone, and mother and father also are gone.  They

all  dissolve  together.   Mother,  father  and  child  together,  are  manifesting  God,  have

become God, have become the perfect self.

I  do not really  think I have time to give teisho on Mumon’s verse,  Mumon’s

gatha, but from hearing this much teisho you should be able to answer conclusively this

question:  Does Bodhidharma have a beard or not?  How do you conclude?  When you

conclude anything the “I am” self has already appeared!   So how should you respond?

To conclude something is wrong.  If you conclude anything the “I am” self appears, but if

you do not conclude anything then it is not an answer.  That is a Zen answer.

おわり

The End 
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